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                    Emomali Rahmon, Tajikistan’s democratically elected president since 1994, has led his country from the disaster of civil war to today’s peace and prosperity. Having served in numerous high-level leadership posts before h ...

Headlines

News about hotels

Hotels in Amsterdam

If you're looking for a top destinations that has it all, look no further than Amsterdam. This city is home to world-famous museums, beautiful canals and a lively nightlife scene. Plus, there are plenty of Amsterdam hotels to choose from, ensuring that you'll have a comfortable place to stay while you're in town.


Stockholm hotels

There are many Stockholm hotels to choose from, whether you are looking for budget-friendly or luxury accommodations. You can find a hotel in just about any corner of the city, and there are a number of the best destinations to explore while you're there.


Hotels in Reykjavik

The Reykjavik hotels scene is a mix of international branded hotels and smaller, independent properties. The city has a wide range of hotels to suit all budgets, from backpacker hostels to luxury five-star resorts. Popular tourist destinations such as the Golden Circle, Vatnajökull National Park, and the Blue Lagoon are all easily accessible from the city.


Copenhagen hotels

There are plenty of Copenhagen hotels to choose from, both in the city center and further out. Popular destinations for visitors include Tivoli Gardens, Nyhavn, and Stroget, the city's main shopping district.


Hotels in Edinburgh

If you're looking for a place to stay in Edinburgh, there are plenty of excellent hotels to choose from. The city is a top destinations for tourists, and with good reason – there's something for everyone here

Duesseldorf hotels

Duesseldorf is a top tourist destinations in Germany that offers a lot of attractions and activities for tourists. One of the great things about Duesseldorf is that there are many different types of hotels to choose from. Whether you are looking for a luxurious 5-star hotel or a more affordable option, there are plenty of Duesseldorf hotels to choose from.


York hotels

York hotels are a top destinations for travelers looking for a unique and charming experience. The hotels in York offer a variety of accommodations, from bed and breakfasts to five star hotels.


Hotels in London

When it comes to finding a place to stay in London, there are countless hotels to choose from. While there are many budget-friendly options, there are also some luxurious and top-of-the-line hotels in the city. Some of the most popular destinations for tourists are the West End, near Covent Garden and Oxford Street, and the area around Buckingham Palace and Trafalgar Square.

https://hotelsoflondon.net/popular-destinations/

Malta Hotels

The Isle of Malta is a best destinations for tourists due to its stunning Mediterranean setting and its many historical and archaeological sites. There are many hotels in Malta to choose from, ranging from luxury beachfront resorts to smaller family-run establishments. 

Hotels in Cyprus

The majority of hotels in Cyprus are situated in the coastal towns of Ayia Napa, Protaras, Larnaca, Limassol, and Paphos. They offer a wide range of services, including restaurants, swimming pools, sun terraces, and conference facilities. Cyprus is a popular vacation destinations and most hotels are fully booked during the peak season.

News about the best hotels in Munich

Munich is a city in Germany that is known for its beer, Oktoberfest, and its annual Christmas market. Munich is also home to some of the best hotels in the world. Some of the best hotels in Munich are the Mandarin Oriental, the Ritz-Carlton, and the Four Seasons. The Mandarin Oriental is a five-star hotel that is located in the heart of Munich. The hotel offers guests stunning views of the city, as well as luxurious accommodations and amenities. The Ritz-Carlton is also a five-star hotel that is located in the heart of Munich. The hotel offers guests luxurious accommodations and amenities, as well as access to the hotel's spa and fitness center. The Four Seasons is a five-star hotel that is located in the city center of Munich. The hotel offers guests luxurious accommodations and amenities, as well as access to the hotel's spa and fitness center.

Popular destinations
Condos
If you're looking for a quintessential European city break, look no further than Munich. The city is teeming with history and culture, from the infamous Marienplatz square, to the stunning Frauenkirche church. But what really makes Munich stand out is its lively and energetic atmosphere, thanks in part to the locals' fondness for beer and hearty cuisine. And when you need a break from the city bustle, there's always the lovely Englischer Garten to relax in. But the icing on the cake is the city's convenient location, close to some of the most stunning scenery in Germany and Austria. So if you're looking for a city break with a bit of everything, be sure to add Munich to your list. 
Munich Condos for Rent
Cheap hotels
There are plenty of things to do in Cheap hotels in Munich,  Germany. The city is home to a variety of museums, including the Bavarian National Museum and the German Historical Museum. There are also a number of art galleries, including the Alte Pinakothek and the New Pinakothek. The city is also home to a number of parks, including the Englischer Garten and the Hofgarten. And, of course, Munich is home to the world-famous Oktoberfest. 
Munich Cheap Hotels
Hostels
According to guests' ranking above 8.2/10, the best cheap lodging is The Tent - Youth Only! 18US$ per night.
Munich Hostels
Aparthotels
If you are looking for a place to stay in Munich, Aparthotels is a great option. The aparthotels are centrally located and offer studio apartments with full kitchens and bathrooms. This is a great option for those who want to have a little bit of independence and privacy. The staff is friendly and helpful, and the apartments are clean and comfortable. Plus, you can't beat the price!. 
Munich Aparthotels
Apartments
There are many great reasons to visit apartments in Munich, Germany. For starters, the city itself is absolutely beautiful, with its historic architecture and lively culture. The apartments themselves are also lovely, and come equipped with all the amenities you could want or need. Plus, the prices are very affordable, making it a great option for budget-minded travellers. And, last but not least, the locals are incredibly friendly and welcoming, making your stay in Munich all the more enjoyable. So if you're looking for a great city to visit in Europe, be sure to add Munich to your list!. 
Vacation Apartment Rentals in Munich
Hotels
Munich offers tourists a diverse range of cultural experiences, as well as many historical landmarks. The city is home to the world-renowned annual Oktoberfest celebration, and offers plenty of other festivals and events throughout the year. Visitors can enjoy exploring the city's many beautiful parks, as well as its vibrant nightlife. There are also a large number of hotels in Munich to choose from, so visitors can find the perfect accommodation to fit their needs. 
Munich Hotels
Luxury hotels
If you want to visit a luxury hotel in Munich, Germany, then you should consider visiting during the summer or autumn months. These months offer the most pleasant weather conditions, as well as fewer crowds. Additionally, many of the luxury hotels in Munich offer discounts during these times, making them a more affordable option. 
Munich Luxury Hotels
5 star hotels
Munich, Germany is home to some of the world's most luxurious and exquisite 5 star hotels. If you are looking to travel to this Bavarian city and are looking to experience the utmost in opulence and comfort, be sure to book a room at one of these hotels. The Bayerischer Hof, for example, is a 5 star hotel that is located in the heart of Munich and offers guests luxurious rooms and suites, as well as excellent facilities and services. If you are looking for a hotel that is even more luxurious, be sure to check out the Mandarin Oriental, which is located on the banks of the river Isar and features stunning views of the cityscape. Whichever 5 star hotel you choose to stay in while in Munich, you can be sure that you will enjoy a pampering and perfect stay. 
Munich 5 Star Hotels
Hotel
If you're looking for things to do in Munich, look no further than the city's world-renowned beer gardens, stunning architecture, and rich history. For art lovers, the city's many museums offer a wide array of treasures, from classical works to modern pieces. Music fans can enjoy concerts at venues like the world-famous Olympiahalle, or take in a show at the Theater an der Wien. As for nature lovers, the Englischer Garten offers nearly 700 acres of greenery to explore, while the nearby Nymphenburg Palace is a Baroque masterpiece. 
Hotel Bayerischer Hof Munich
Holiday Inn Munich City Centre
Maritim Hotel Munchen
Novotel Munchen City
5 star hotel
Munich, Germany is home to some of the top 5 star hotels in the world, offering visitors an unparalleled experience. From the hospitality and services that make you feel right at home to the beautiful city views – Munich is the perfect destination for a luxurious getaway. At a 5 star hotel in Munich, you can expect to find the highest quality amenities with impeccable standards of service. From their exquisite restaurants, where you can dine with friends and family, to their fine spa services, a stay at a 5 star hotel in Munich is sure to be one to remember. With its miles of stunning scenery and its extraordinary cultural offerings, Munich is the perfect destination for anyone looking to unwind and treat themselves to a little luxury and relaxation. 
Louis Hotel Munich 5 star
Beach hotel
Munich, Germany is home to some of the most beautiful beaches in Europe. Staying in a beach hotel in Munich gives visitors the opportunity to enjoy the city’s culture, cuisine and natural beauty while still having easy access to the beach. The hotels along the coast offer breathtaking views of the surf, lush gardens and nearby attractions. Enjoy a relaxing morning stroll at the beach before heading into the city for the day to explore Munich’s renowned beer halls, museums, and more. After a day of sightseeing, relax at your hotel's swimming pool, dine at one of the excellent nearby restaurants or catch a movie under the stars at one of the city’s cinemas. With comfortable amenities, beautiful scenery, and vibrant culture all within reach, a beach hotel in Munich offers something for everyone. 
Platzl Hotel Munich
Resort
The Resort in Munich, Germany is a year-round destination, with beautiful gardens and facilities that are perfect for visitors of all ages. The park is open every day of the week, and offers a variety of different activities and attractions depending on the season. In the summer, visitors can enjoy swimming, boating, and sunbathing on the beach; in the fall, the park hosts a large number of festive events, including beer gardens, harvest festivals, and Christmas markets; and in the winter, the Resort transforms into a magical winter wonderland, with a skating rink, a toboggan run, and a charming Christmas market. 
Hilton Munich City
Sofitel Munich Bayerpost Hotel
Mandarin Oriental, Munich - Germany'S Best City Hotel 2024
Apart hotel
The best time to visit an Apart hotel in Munich, Germany is during the spring and summer months, from April to September. During this time, the weather is warmer and the city comes alive with outdoor events, festivals, and beer gardens. The summer months also offer longer days and more sunlight, allowing visitors to explore the city and its attractions for longer periods of time. Additionally, many of the popular tourist sites and attractions are open and accessible during this time, making it the ideal time to visit and experience the vibrant culture and history of Munich.
Koos Hotel&Apartments - City Aparthotel Munich
Accommodation
Munich is a vibrant and exciting city full of history, culture, and entertainment. Whether you're visiting for the world-famous Oktoberfest, exploring the impressive architecture and museums, or simply soaking up the Bavarian atmosphere, Munich is a city that truly has something for everyone. When it comes to accommodation, Munich is home to an impressive range of options, from luxurious hotels to budget-friendly hostels, ensuring that visitors of all budgets are catered for. Staying in Munich allows you to explore the city's many highlights with ease, from the bustling Marienplatz square to the tranquil English Garden, and immerse yourself in the local culture and traditions. Whether you're coming to Munich for work, pleasure, or simply to see what all the fuss is about, you're sure to find something truly special when you experience the exceptional accommodation options in this vibrant and exciting city.
Munich Lodging 
Munich Hotels near Munich Airport (MUC)
There are many reasons tourists will be interested in staying in hotels near the airport in Munich. The city is rich in history and culture, and visitors will want to explore all that it has to offer. The airport is also conveniently located, making it easy for tourists to get to and from their hotel. Additionally, the hotels near the airport offer shuttle service to and from the airport, making it easy for guests to get to and from their hotel. 
Munich Hotels near Munich Airport (MUC)
Central hotels
Central hotels in Munich are prime locations for visitors to the city. These hotels are situated in the heart of Munich, close to many of the city’s most popular attractions. In addition, Central hotels offer easy access to public transportation, making it easy to get around the city. Guests can enjoy on-site restaurants, bars and other amenities, as well as comfortable rooms and excellent service. 
Munich City Center Hotels
Popular destinations
Hotel
If you're looking for things to do in Munich, look no further than the city's world-renowned beer gardens, stunning architecture, and rich history. For art lovers, the city's many museums offer a wide array of treasures, from classical works to modern pieces. Music fans can enjoy concerts at venues like the world-famous Olympiahalle, or take in a show at the Theater an der Wien. As for nature lovers, the Englischer Garten offers nearly 700 acres of greenery to explore, while the nearby Nymphenburg Palace is a Baroque masterpiece. 
Hotel Bayerischer Hof Munich
Holiday Inn Munich City Centre
Maritim Hotel Munchen
Novotel Munchen City
H2 Hotel Munchen Olympiapark
Hotel Am Markt Munich
Novotel Munchen Messe
Hotel Regent Munich
Europaischer Hof (Adults Only) Munich
Novotel Munchen City Arnulfpark
Sheraton Munchen Westpark Hotel
Hotel Blauer Bock Munich
Hotel Daniel Munich
Schwabinger Wahrheit By Geisel Hotel Munich
Hotel Cristal Munich
Intercityhotel Munchen
Nh Munchen Messe Hotel
Hotel Munich
Hotel Royal Munich
Motel One Munchen - Deutsches Museum
Hotel Goethe Munich
Luxury hotel only
If you are looking to experience luxury at its finest in Munich, Germany, then the best time to visit a luxury hotel would be during the holiday season in December. The city comes alive with beautiful Christmas markets, stunning decorations, and a magical atmosphere that is perfect for indulging in a luxurious getaway. The luxurious hotels in Munich offer unparalleled service, exquisite dining experiences, and lavish amenities that will truly immerse you in opulence and extravagance. Whether you want to explore the city's rich history and culture or simply relax and unwind in a luxurious setting, visiting a luxury hotel in Munich during the holiday season will surely make for an unforgettable and indulgent experience.
25Hours Hotel The Royal Bavarian Munich
Drei Loewen Hotel Munich
5 star hotel
Munich, Germany is home to some of the top 5 star hotels in the world, offering visitors an unparalleled experience. From the hospitality and services that make you feel right at home to the beautiful city views – Munich is the perfect destination for a luxurious getaway. At a 5 star hotel in Munich, you can expect to find the highest quality amenities with impeccable standards of service. From their exquisite restaurants, where you can dine with friends and family, to their fine spa services, a stay at a 5 star hotel in Munich is sure to be one to remember. With its miles of stunning scenery and its extraordinary cultural offerings, Munich is the perfect destination for anyone looking to unwind and treat themselves to a little luxury and relaxation. 
Louis Hotel Munich 5 star
Spa Hotel
Tourists will be interested in staying in the luxurious Spa Hotel in Munich, Germany for many reasons. With its prime location in the heart of the city, guests will be able to be within walking distance of most of the major attractions in Munich and the surrounding area. In addition, the hotel also offers plenty of amenities such as spa services, restaurants and bars, and a fitness center. With lush spa treatments and a host of activities, the Spa Hotel provides a great way to relax and unwind after a long day of sightseeing. Plus, with its beautiful architecture and a peaceful ambiance, it's the perfect place to escape the hustle and bustle of everyday life. 
Leonardo Hotel Munich Arabellapark
Pet Friendly hotel
If you're staying at a pet-friendly hotel in Munich, Germany, there are plenty of activities for you and your furry friend to enjoy. Take a leisurely stroll through the beautiful English Garden, one of the largest urban parks in the world, where your pup can roam off-leash in designated areas. You can also explore the historic streets of Munich together, stopping at pet-friendly cafes and shops along the way. For a bit of culture, visit one of Munich's many dog-friendly museums and art galleries, or take a boat ride on the Isar River where you can both enjoy the scenic views of the city. And after a day of exploring, you can relax and unwind at your pet-friendly hotel, knowing that your four-legged companion is just as welcome as you are.
Pet friendly Leonardo Hotel Munich City East
Pet friendly Hotel Hahn Munich
Pet friendly Smart Stay Hotel Schweiz Munich
Pet friendly Hotel Olympic Munich
Beach hotel
Munich, Germany is home to some of the most beautiful beaches in Europe. Staying in a beach hotel in Munich gives visitors the opportunity to enjoy the city’s culture, cuisine and natural beauty while still having easy access to the beach. The hotels along the coast offer breathtaking views of the surf, lush gardens and nearby attractions. Enjoy a relaxing morning stroll at the beach before heading into the city for the day to explore Munich’s renowned beer halls, museums, and more. After a day of sightseeing, relax at your hotel's swimming pool, dine at one of the excellent nearby restaurants or catch a movie under the stars at one of the city’s cinemas. With comfortable amenities, beautiful scenery, and vibrant culture all within reach, a beach hotel in Munich offers something for everyone. 
Platzl Hotel Munich
A&O Munchen Laim Hotel
Hotel Condor Munich
4 star hotel
At a 4 star hotel in Munich, Germany, there is an array of activities for travelers to indulge in. Guests can take part in guided tours around the city to explore its history, visit the famous churches and monuments, or indulge in local delicacies at one of the many restaurants spread across the city. Those looking for a more vibrant experience can find plenty of nightlife ranging from traditional beer halls to bustling clubs and bars. Guests can also take part in outdoor activities like biking, hiking, and canoeing in one of the city's many parks and green spaces. With plenty of shopping, sightseeing, and cultural activities, a 4 star hotel in Munich promises a truly memorable stay. 
Mercure Hotel Munchen Sud Messe - 4 star Hotel
Resort
The Resort in Munich, Germany is a year-round destination, with beautiful gardens and facilities that are perfect for visitors of all ages. The park is open every day of the week, and offers a variety of different activities and attractions depending on the season. In the summer, visitors can enjoy swimming, boating, and sunbathing on the beach; in the fall, the park hosts a large number of festive events, including beer gardens, harvest festivals, and Christmas markets; and in the winter, the Resort transforms into a magical winter wonderland, with a skating rink, a toboggan run, and a charming Christmas market. 
Hilton Munich City
Sofitel Munich Bayerpost Hotel
Mandarin Oriental, Munich - Germany'S Best City Hotel 2024
Arthotel Munich
Cortiina Hotel Munich
Beyond By Geisel - Adults Only Hotel Munich
Yours Truly Munich
Hotel Amba Munich
Four Points By Sheraton Munich Arabellapark
Cocoon Hauptbahnhof Hotel Munich
Ruby Lilly Hotel Munich
Fab Hotel Munich
Maximilian Munich Apartments & Hotel
H4 Hotel Munchen Messe
Hotel Sendlinger Tor Munich
The Rilano Hotel Munchen
Innside By Melia Munchen Parkstadt Schwabing
Super 8 By Wyndham Munich City West
Hotel Imperial Munich
Hotel Vitalis By Amedia Munich
Hotel Prinz Munich
Hotel Nymphenburg City - Munchen
Abasto Hotel Munchen Feldmoching
Gs Hotel Munich
Hotel Leopold Munich
Ski hotel
There are plenty of reasons to stay in a ski hotel in Munich, Germany. Not only is Munich a lively and bustling city, but it also serves as a perfect base for those looking to hit the nearby slopes and enjoy all that the Bavarian Alps have to offer. With easy access to nearby ski resorts like Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Zugspitze, a ski hotel in Munich provides the perfect combination of city life and outdoor adventure. After a day on the slopes, guests can return to the comfort of their hotel and enjoy cozy accommodations, delicious German cuisine, and all the amenities needed for a relaxing and rejuvenating stay. Whether you're a seasoned skier or just looking to experience the beauty of the Alps, a ski hotel in Munich offers an ideal setting for a winter getaway.
Hotello Schwabing Munich
Hotel with view
Hotel with view in Munich, Germany is the perfect destination for travelers all year round. During summer, the city’s vibrant outdoor beer gardens, special events, and other attractions make Munich an ideal place to visit with a room boasting views of the city and nearby mountains. In the late fall and winter, the city’s Christmas markets, ice skating rinks, indoor beer halls, and museums provide a cozy atmosphere to enjoy. During both summer and winter, Hotel with View in Munich is in an ideal location for foodies and nightlife-seekers to explore the city’s many bars, cafes, breweries, and restaurants. This makes the hotel the best destination for any time of the year. 
Brunnenhof City Center Munich
Bold Hotel Munchen Zentrum
Central hotel
The Central hotel in Munich, Germany is an ideal place to visit at any time of the year. If you are a fan of cultural festivals and events, the summer months from June to August are perfect for exploring the city's vibrant outdoor markets, beer gardens, and music festivals. For those who enjoy winter activities, the hotel's central location makes it convenient to explore the Christmas markets and go sightseeing in the snow-covered city. Additionally, Munich's rich history and beautiful architecture make it a great destination for year-round tourism, with the Central hotel providing a comfortable and convenient place to stay during your visit.
Gambino Hotel Werksviertel Munich
Hotel Monaco Munich
Hotel Lux Munich
Golf hotel
The Derag Livinghotel de Medici in Munich, Germany is the perfect place to stay for a golf-themed vacation. Located near Freiburg Train Station, it is easy to access for exploring the city. This modern hotel includes a large indoor heated swimming pool, sauna and Jacuzzi, so you can relax after a day out on the links. You can enjoy the outdoor pool, practice areas and driving range, along with a pro shop and golf-themed restaurant. The hotel also offers a golf simulator so you can practice your swing before heading to the course. Besides golf, you can explore the nearby area and take your pick of various entertainment and nightlife options nearby. 
Nyx Hotel Munich By Leonardo Hotels With Golf Course
Laimer Hof Am Schloss Nymphenburg Munich With Golf Course
Guest house
Guest house in Munich is perfect for tourists because it provides a good location and accommodations that are affordable. You can easily walk to popular tourist destinations from the guest house, and it is centrally located so you can explore a variety of different parts of the city. The guest house is also reasonably priced, which is great for budget-minded tourists. 
Pension Seibel Munich
Pension Margit Munich
Apart hotel
The best time to visit an Apart hotel in Munich, Germany is during the spring and summer months, from April to September. During this time, the weather is warmer and the city comes alive with outdoor events, festivals, and beer gardens. The summer months also offer longer days and more sunlight, allowing visitors to explore the city and its attractions for longer periods of time. Additionally, many of the popular tourist sites and attractions are open and accessible during this time, making it the ideal time to visit and experience the vibrant culture and history of Munich.
Koos Hotel&Apartments - City Aparthotel Munich
Living Hotel Am Deutschen Museum Munich
Munich Aparthotel
Residence Inn By Marriott Munich City East
Central Hotel-Apart Munchen
Living Hotel Prinzessin Elisabeth Munich
Batu Apart Hotel Munich
Living Hotel Am Olympiapark Munich
Mloft Apartments Munchen
Self catering
Self catering in Munich is an excellent destination year-round. For those looking to experience the warm months in the city, May through September brings mild temperatures and vibrant outdoor events. Visit during Oktoberfest for two weeks of fun, and the holidays for a winter market experience. Spring through early fall offers longer days to take full advantage of the outdoor activities and sightseeing available in the city, while winter brings a different set of choices for entertainment and festivals. There are so many possibilities for entertainment and cultural experiences that there is an event for everyone in Munich, no matter the time of year. 
Residence Inn By Marriott Munich Central
B&B
Munich, Germany is an incredibly popular tourist destination, and staying in a B&B offers visitors an intimate and luxurious way to experience the city. Not only will travelers find a wide variety of accommodations to suit their needs and budget, but they will also be able to enjoy a home-away-from-home atmosphere that allows them a local’s insight into Munich’s most interesting attractions. B&Bs are a great way to really learn about the city and its culture, as the owners of the properties often have extensive knowledge of the area and can provide personalized advice. Plus, many B&B’s in Munich boast stunning views of the surrounding landscape and feature charming decorations that make a stay even more enjoyable. Ultimately, staying in a B&B allows any traveler to truly immerse themselves in the unique atmosphere of Munich and take away meaningful memories. 
The Tent - Youth Only - Buchung Leider Nur Bis 30 Jahre Moglich! Munich
A&O Munchen Hackerbrucke Hostel
Luxury hotel
The best time to visit the Luxury Hotel in Munich, Germany is during the warmer months of the year. In particular, late spring and summer have the best weather, allowing visitors to explore the city and surrounding countryside in comfort. During these months, outdoor markets, beer gardens, and parks will be bustling with activity. It's also the perfect time to enjoy the festivals that Munich is known for. Additionally, the Bavarian Alps are easily accessible from the city, and make for an ideal day trip when the weather is nice. 
Boutique Hotel Germania Munich
Popular destinations
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